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Australia’s most prestigious literary award, the Miles Franklin, has been awarded to acclaimed
Indigenous novelist Melissa Lucashenko for Too Much Lip, published by University of Queensland
Press.
In a year when the shortlist showcased a diverse and exciting range of Australian voices, experiences and narrative forms, Too
Much Lip lays open the wounds of generational trauma and the restorative power of country, culture and belonging.
Established through the will of My Brilliant Career author Miles Franklin for the “advancement, improvement and betterment of
Australian literature”, the Miles Franklin Literary Award recognises the novel of “the highest literary merit” which presents
“Australian life in any of its phases”. Perpetual, as Trustee of the Miles Franklin Literary Award, is proud to be part of this literary
legacy.
Since 1957, the award has provided more than $1.2 million to Australian authors.
Ms Lucashenko will receive $60,000 in prize money.
Lucashenko’s work was chosen from a shortlist featuring a mix of emerging and established writers, including past winner Rodney
Hall for A Stolen Season; three time nominee Gail Jones for The Death of Noah Glass; and firsttime nominees Michael Mohammed
Ahmad for The Lebs, Gregory Day for A Sand Archive, and Jennifer Mills for Dyschronia.
Ms Lucashenko, who has also been previously longlisted for the Miles Franklin, said of her win: “It’s kind of terrifying. I only recently
realised that I could be doing so much more in my writing and now this goes and happens. I have no idea what to do next, other
than keep plugging away at my civilising mission to mainstream Australia.”
Chair of the judging panel, State Library of NSW’s Mitchell Librarian, Richard Neville said, “Too Much Lip is driven by personal
experience, historical injustice, anger and what in Indigenous vernacular could be described as ‘deadly Blak’ humour. Lucashenko
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Chair of the judging panel, State Library of NSW’s Mitchell Librarian, Richard Neville said, “Too Much Lip is driven by personal
experience, historical injustice, anger and what in Indigenous vernacular could be described as ‘deadly Blak’ humour. Lucashenko
weaves a (sometimes) fabulous tale with the very real politics of cultural survival to offer a story of hope and redemption for all
Australians.”
Mr Neville was joined on the judging panel by author and critic Dr Bernadette Brennan, book critic Dr Melinda Harvey, Sydney
bookseller Lindy Jones, and The Australian journalist and columnist Murray Waldren.
Perpetual’s General Manager Community & Social Investments, Caitriona Fay, said: “Philanthropy is an intrinsic part of Perpetual’s
heritage. Our strategic approach to philanthropy is designed to ensure our clients are maximising the potential of their giving and
are able to leave a lasting legacy.
“The Miles Franklin Literary Award has become Australia’s most prestigious literary prize because of the way it offers new
perspectives on Australian culture and society, and continues to create community benefits. We are privileged to be part of keeping
Miles Franklin’s legacy alive and demonstrating how philanthropy can affect positive change for generations. Congratulations
again to all of this year’s finalists.”
Adam Suckling, Chief Executive of long-term award sponsor, the Copyright Agency, said: “The Copyright Agency is proud to be part
of an award that celebrates and supports Australian writers and publishers. We are delighted Melissa’s novel was awarded the
Miles Franklin.
“I also want to congratulate the other finalists for their vibrant voices that are now part of the fabric of Australia’s literary
landscape.”
The award was announced at a ceremony at The Ovolo Hotel in Sydney on 30 July.
The award’s media partner for 2019 is the ABC.

Join the Miles Franklin conversation on social media: Twitter: @_milesfranklin Instagram: @milesfranklinliteraryaward
Facebook: www.facebook.com/MilesFranklinLiteraryAward #MFLA2019 #MilesFranklin
For further information about the Miles Franklin Literary Award, visit http://www.milesfranklin.com.au
For enquiries related to the Miles Franklin Literary Award, Perpetual, Copyright Agency’s Cultural Fund or to request an
interview with finalists or judges please contact:
Jane Morey Morey Media 0416 097 678 jane@moreymedia.com.au
Sophie Rosenthall Morey Media 0401 608 757 sophie@moreymedia.com.au

About the Miles Franklin Literary Award
Perpetual is Trustee of the Miles Franklin Literary Award. The Award was established in 1954 in the will of My Brilliant Career author
Stella Maria Sarah Miles Franklin to celebrate the Australian character and creativity. It supports the betterment of Australian
literature by each year recognising the novel of the highest literary merit, which presents Australian life in any phase. Since first
being awarded in 1957, the Award has distributed over $1.2 million to authors. Those wishing to be part of the Miles Franklin legacy
can donate to the Franklin Support Fund to become a friend of the Award. Please visit the website for further details.
Copyright Agency’s Cultural Fund has been a proud supporter of the Miles Franklin Award since 2004, granting more than half a
million dollars in prize money for the shortlisted authors for this premier Australian literary prize.
www.milesfranklin.com.au

About Perpetual Philanthropic Services
Perpetual is one of Australia’s largest managers and distributors of philanthropic funds with $2.7 billion in funds under advice for
charitable trusts and endowment funds as at 30 June 2018. Perpetual is trustee for approximately 1,000 charitable trusts and
endowments and provides individuals and families with advice on establishing charitable foundations and structured giving
programs. Perpetual also assists charities and not-for-profit organisations with investment advice and management.
About the Copyright Agency and Cultural Fund The Copyright Agency is an Australian not-for-profit organisation that has been
standing up for creators for more than 40 years. We enable the reuse of copyright-protected words and images in return for fair
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programs. Perpetual also assists charities and not-for-profit organisations with investment advice and management.
About the Copyright Agency and Cultural Fund The Copyright Agency is an Australian not-for-profit organisation that has been
standing up for creators for more than 40 years. We enable the reuse of copyright-protected words and images in return for fair
payment to creators. The Cultural Fund is the philanthropic arm of the Copyright Agency, supporting our members, individual
writers, visual artists, publishers and key stakeholders to create, award, present, publish, and promote work by Australian creators
that connects with audiences. We champion industry-led research and encourage new partnerships with the education and
cultural sectors. www.copyright.com.au/culturalfund
About AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION (ABC):
ABC is the independent source of Australian conversations, culture and stories, delivering commercial-free, free-toair screen
content via a multiplatform multi-channel network. ABC is the destination of choice for viewers and users seeking quality and
diversity in screen content; in particular engaging audiences in distinctly Australian content across a wide variety of genres. ABC
services include ABC, ABC COMEDY, ABC ME, ABC KIDS, ABC NEWS channel, ABC iview and ABC KIDS iview.
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